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AMENDMENT NO. 6 TO REGULATION U OF THE BOARD 
OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

To all Banks, Members of National Securities 
Exchanges, and Other Interested Persons, in 
the Second Federal Reserve District:

For your information we quote below from a press statement issued by the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System on January 17, 1946, for immediate release:

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System today amended Regulations T and U, effective 
January 21, 1946, to raise margin requirements to 100 per cent.

These requirements relate only to future purchases and sales of registered securities. They do not 
apply to the use of credit for any purpose except to finance transactions in securities.

Rules incorporated in both regulations in July of 1945 will now require that whenever securities held 
as collateral are sold, the proceeds must be used to reduce or retire the customer’s indebtedness. Except 
to this extent, the regulations do not require reduction or liquidation of existing accounts or loans.

The text of Amendment No. 6 to Regulation U is as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 6 TO REGULATION U
ISSUED B Y  T H E  BOARD OP GOVERNORS OP TH E  FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

The supplement to Regulation U is hereby amended to read as follows :

SUPPLEMENT TO REGULATION U
ISSUED B Y T H E  BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF TH E  FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Effective January 21, 1946
For the purpose of section 1 of Regulation U, no stock, whether or 

not registered on a national securities exchange, shall have any 
loan value.

Loans to specialists.— Notwithstanding the foregoing, a stock, if 
registered on a national securities exchange, shall have a maximum 
loan value of 50 per cent of its current market value, as determined 
by any reasonable method, in the case of a loan to a member of a 
national securities exchange who is registered and acts as a specialist 
in securities on the exchange for the purpose of financing such 
member’s transactions as a specialist in securities.

The text of a further statement given to the press by the Chairman of the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System for release on January 17, 1946, is set forth on the reverse side of 
this circular.

Additional copies of this circular will be furnished upon request.

A l l a n  S pr o u l ,
President.
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STATEMENT FOR THE PRESS BY CHAIRMAN ECCLES.

My personal view of the Board’s decision to increase margin requirements to 100 per cent may be 
summed up as follows:

By this action, the Board has used its authority to prevent the further flow of borrowed money into 
stock market operations. There is no further recourse left to the Board, so far as restraining speculative 
activities in listed stocks is concerned, except possibly to order that all existing margin accounts be put 
on a cash basis and to make some of the administrative provisions applying to banks more rigid. To what
ever extent the Board’s action will tend to dampen speculative activity, it is desirable, as a preventive step, 
at this time of strong inflationary pressures and until such time as inflationary dangers are passed.

As I have frequently sought to emphasize in the past, the primary source of the inflation danger which 
overhangs the domestic economy on all fronts is the vast accumulation of currency and bank deposits at 
the disposal of the public as a result o f the fact that far too much of the cost of the war was financed 
through the creation of commercial bank credit and not enough was financed out of taxes and the savings 
of the public. Credit for stock market as well as other purposes has been curbed all along, but it is a 
minor and not a major factor in the inflation picture. While credit curbs are justified for such restraint 
as they may impose on speculative activities in a time of inflationary danger, they cannot reach the real 
source of danger, which is the huge amount of money already created through bank credit. Price controls, 
rationing, allocations, etc., are vitally necessary for holding the line until the danger is past, but they are not 
designed to prevent the excessive money supply from flowing into speculation in capital assets, such as 
homes, farms, business properties and securities.

The most effective way that I know of to curb speculation in capital assets would be to increase 
substantially the rate of the capital gains tax, or the holding period, or a combination of both. For a long 
time I have advocated enactment of legislation to this end as a temporary protective measure applicable 
to all future purchases. This would not deter the selling of assets held at the time the measure was intro
duced in Congress, but it would greatly deter buying for the speculative rise after that date. It would 
not affect the purchase of capital assets of any kind which have been or are being bought for personal use 
or long-term investment rather than for the speculative rise.

In addition, it is important to point out that so long as the public debt continues to be monetized 
through the purchase of Government securities by the banking system, the supply of money will continue 
to increase, thus tending further to reduce the interest rate on savings and investment funds. The resultant 
pressure of an increasing money supply and of lower interest rates is bound to have a further inflationary 
effect upon all capital assets and to increase the difficulty of holding down the cost of living.

It is, therefore, imperative that the process of further monetizing of the public debt through the 
banking system be ended so that the rate of return on investments would be stabilized and would reflect 
the supply of savings and investment funds in relation to the demand instead of reflecting an increasing 
amount of bank credit. This process needs to be stopped not only by bringing about a balanced budget, 
but also through measures to check further unnecessary expansion of commercial bank holdings of 
Government securities.

Only by a vigorous, comprehensive attack along the entire economic front can the battle be success
fully waged against inflationary pressures. Credit curbs are at best supplementary and not basic measures 
for reaching the underlying causes of these pressures.
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FEDERAL RESERVE BANK O F NEW  YORK
January 18, 1946

AMENDMENT NO. 5 TO REGULATION T OF THE BOARD 
OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

To Members of National Securities Exchanges and 
Brokers and Dealers in Securities in the Second 
Federal Reserve District:

For your information we quote below from a press statement issued by the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System on January 17, 1946, for immediate release:

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System today amended Regulations T and U, effective 
January 21, 1946, to raise margin requirements to 100 per cent.

These requirements relate only to future purchases and sales of registered securities. They do not 
apply to the use of credit for any purpose except to finance transactions in securities.

Rules incorporated in both regulations in July of 1945 will now require that whenever securities held 
as collateral are sold, the proceeds must be used to reduce or retire the customer’s indebtedness. Except 
to this extent, the regulations do not require reduction or liquidation of existing accounts or loans.
The text of Amendment No. 5 to Regulation T is as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 5 TO REGULATION T
ISSUED B Y T H E  BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF TH E  FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Regulation T is hereby amended in the following respects, effective 
January 21, 1946:

1. By adding the following sentence to section 3(a) : During any 
period when the supplement to this regulation specifies that registered 
securities (other than exempted securities) shall have no loan value 
in a general account, any transaction consisting of a purchase of a 
security other than a purchase of an exempted security or a purchase 
of a security to reduce or close out a short position shall be effected in 
the special cash account provided for by section 4 (c) or in some other 
appropriate special account provided for by section 4.

2. By changing the supplement to read as follows:
SUPPLEMENT TO REGULATION T

ISSUED B Y  T H E  BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF TH E  FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Effective January 21, 3946
Maximum loan value for general accounts.— In a general account 

subject to section 3 of Regulation T, a registered security (other than 
an exempted security) shall have no loan value.

Maximum loan value for specialists’ accounts.— In a specialist’s 
account subject to section 4 (<7) of Regulation T, the maximum loan 
value of a registered security (other than an exempted security) shall 
be 50 per cent of its current market value.

Margin required for short sales in general accounts.— The amount 
to be included in the adjusted debit balance of a general account, 
pursuant to section 3(d)  (3) of Regulation T, as margin required for 
short sales of securities (other than exempted securities) shall be 
100 per cent of the current market value of each such security.

Margin required for short sales in specialists’ accounts.— The amount 
to be included in the adjusted debit balance of a specialist’s account, 
subject to section 4 (g) of Regulation T, as margin required for short 
sales of securities (other than exempted securities) shall be 50 per cent 
of the current market value of each such security.

The text of a further statement given to the press by the Chairman of the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System for release on January 17, 1946, is set forth on the reverse side of 
this letter.

Additional copies of this letter will be furnished upon request.
A llan  S protjl,

President.
( o v e r )
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STATEMENT FOR THE PRESS BY CHAIRMAN ECCLES.

My personal view of the Board’s decision to increase margin requirements to 100 per cent may be 
summed up as follows:

By this action, the Board has used its authority to prevent the further flow of borrowed money into 
stock market operations. There is no further recourse left to the Board, so far as restraining speculative 
activities in listed stocks is concerned, except possibly to order that all existing margin accounts be put 
on a cash basis and to make some of the administrative provisions applying to banks more rigid. To what
ever extent the Board’s action will tend to dampen speculative activity, it is desirable, as a preventive step, 
at this time of strong inflationary pressures and until such time as inflationary dangers are passed.

As I have frequently sought to emphasize in the past, the primary source of the inflation danger which 
overhangs the domestic economy on all fronts is the vast accumulation of currency and bank deposits at 
the disposal of the public as a result of the fact that far too much of the cost of the war was financed 
through the creation of commercial bank credit and not enough was financed out of taxes and the savings 
of the public. Credit for stock market as well as other purposes has been curbed all along, but it is a 
minor and not a major factor in the inflation picture. While credit curbs are justified for such restraint 
as they may impose on speculative activities in a time of inflationary danger, they cannot reach the real 
source of danger, which is the huge amount of money already created through bank credit. Price controls, 
rationing, allocations, etc., are vitally necessary for holding the line until the danger is past, but they are not 
designed to prevent the excessive money supply from flowing into speculation in capital assets, such as 
homes, farms, business properties and securities.

The most effective way that I know of to curb speculation in capital assets would be to increase 
substantially the rate of the capital gains tax, or the holding period, or a combination of both. For a long 
time I have advocated enactment of legislation to this end as a temporary protective measure applicable 
to all future purchases. This would not deter the selling of assets held at the time the measure was intro
duced in Congress, but it would greatly deter buying for the speculative rise after that date. It would 
not affect the purchase of capital assets of any kind which have been or are being bought for personal use 
or long-term investment rather than for the speculative rise.

In addition, it is important to point out that so long as the public debt continues to be monetized 
through the purchase of Government securities by the banking system, the supply of money will continue 
to increase, thus tending further to reduce the interest rate on savings and investment funds. The resultant 
pressure of an increasing money supply and of lower interest rates is bound to have a further inflationary 
effect upon all capital assets and to increase the difficulty of holding down the cost of living.

It is, therefore, imperative that the process of further monetizing of the public debt through the 
banking system be ended so that the rate of return on investments would be stabilized and would reflect 
the supply of savings and investment funds in relation to the demand instead of reflecting an increasing 
amount of bank eredit. This process needs to be stopped not only by bringing about a balanced budget, 
but also through measures to check further unnecessary expansion of commercial bank holdings of 
Government securities.

Only by a vigorous, comprehensive attack along the entire economic front can the battle be success
fully waged against inflationary pressures. Credit curbs are at best supplementary and not basic measures 
for reaching the underlying causes of these pressures.
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